
Activity

Remember Martin Puryear’s Self sculpture? If you were a shape, what shape would you be? Draw it below.

Now that you’ve drawn your shape, you need to title your work!
 Would you name it after yourself? Or, maybe after what the shape looks like? 

Or, maybe you would like it left untitled? Fill in the spaces below.

titled/untitled
Family Gallery Guide

Artist Name:_________________________________________________________________________________________________

Title :________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Materials:_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Date:________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Begin your exploration of  Titled/Untitled....
Travel to the main level of the Scott Pavilion and look for Gallery 17. 
If you need help, a Museum officer will be happy to direct you!

?
Use the question mark icon 

to help you locate the paintings
mentioned in this gallery guide.

WELCOME  to the Modern

 & Contemporary galleries!

Titling Artwork

In the past, titles were merely descriptions of what you could physically 
see on the canvas or in a sculpture. Starting in the 20th century, however, 
titling artwork became an art in itself. Martin Puryear, a contemporary 
sculptor, stated:

“I think titles at their best are like poetry rather than 
descriptions that sum up something. I think they should open up 

the imagination rather than shut it down.”

Did you find it? 
Obviously, Puryear did not create a likeness of his physical “self.” Instead he 
wants us to think about how abstract art reflects “a visual notion of self.”

How might this sculpture describe a person?
(Hint: If the artist is not describing the way he looks, 

what else might he be referring to?)

We often turn to titles to discover the intention of the artist. Particularly with abstract art, 
we can read the title to figure out what we are looking at and for ideas to consider.

 Find each of the paintings below and, without looking at the titles, describe what you see -  shapes, colors, textures, etc. 
Based on your observations, match each painting with its title below.

1. 2. 3.

Jackson Pollock
Galaxy
1947

Hans Hoffman
Morning
1948

Stephen Mueller
Director’s Conundrum
1982

C.B.A.

Some artists deliberately decide to keep their art “untitled.” Titles can create particular meanings 
for an artwork, but artists with untitled works want to eliminate the viewer’s associations. The 
lack of a title rids words that can paralyze the viewer’s imagination. In other words, we can be 
more imaginative and create our own interpretations. 

 Find the untitled artworks below. Describe what you see and how you feel. 
If you were to give each of these paintings a title, what would they be?  Perhaps you would stick with Untitled? 

If so, why?

Answers:  1,B;  2,C;  3,A 

Untitled?!

Go to Gallery 17 and find Self  by Martin Puryear.

??
?

?

?

?

Donald Judd
Untitled
1982

Roger  Shimomura
Untitled
1985

Martin Puryear, Self  1978

Abstract Art and Titles

Well, how did you do?
Sometimes, with Abstract art, even when you know the title it can be difficult to figure out what the artist means!


